Jaguar car x type

The X-Type was developed during the period when Jaguar was owned by Ford as a division of
its Premier Automotive Group PAG â€” and marked Jaguar's entry into the critical compact
executive segment. The programme aimed to double the marque's worldwide sales â€”
requiring expansion of engineering resources, factory capacity, marketing capability, sales
support and service. With annual projections of , sales, the X-Type recorded a production of ,
over its eight year manufacturing run. Instead, the X-type used a modified version of the
front-drive Ford CD platform shared with the contemporary Ford Mondeo â€” with the addition
of all-wheel drive marketed as Jaguar Traction or Jaguar Traction 4 and handling and steering
engineered to minimise front-wheel drive torque-steer. The four door saloon launched in , and
the five door estate followed in January , with production of both ending in July Engines
included either of two V6 petrol engines: 2. In , an entry level 2. All three engines were available
with either five- speed automatic or five speed manual gearboxes. The X-Type grille was slightly
modified for both the and model years. The base petrol engine derived from the 2. Eventually,
the X-Type would become available with front-wheel drive and 2. The X-Type was initially
offered as all-wheel drive only and mated to a 2. One notable addition to AJ-V6 engine design is
the use of variable valve timing. The X-Type's petrol engine is also set apart by the use of SFI
fuel injection, four valves per cylinder and featured fracture split forged powder metal
connecting rods, plus a one piece cast camshaft, and has direct acting mechanical bucket
DAMB tappets. The six speed automatic transmission supplied on the later 2. The estate adds a
watt premium Alpine sound system, wood-and-leather steering wheel, way power adjustable
seats for driver and front-seat passenger, electrochromic mirrors inside and out, rain-sensing
windshield wipers, a programmable garage-door opener, message centre and trip computer,
Reverse Park Control, and inch alloy wheels. The estate was the first Jaguar model designed by
Ian Callum. From its saloon counterpart, the design revised tooled parts and 58 stampings for
all components rearward of the windscreen, adding pounds. The design used a tailgate with
independently-opening, strut-supported rear window, [10] operable by key fob or dashboard
located switch; roof-mounted luggage rails in chrome or black; interior luggage tie-downs;
removable luggage cover; cargo net and a cargo compartment under the rear floor with a volt
power outlet and below that, storage for a full-size spare tyre. The X-Type facelift debuted at the
Canary Wharf Motorexpo [11] and went on sale internationally during , with United Kingdom
sales from March. The facelift featured revised front and rear fascias, new door mirrors with
integrated turn indicator repeaters, the choice of a 2. The range continued to offer the 2. In some
European markets, the petrol engines were no longer marketed. In , the Spirit limited model
based on the 2. In November , managing director Jonathan Browning said Jaguar's objective
was to achieve annual sales of , with the car, partly by taking market share from established
German rivals and partly by expanding the market segment in Jaguar's key markets. The X-Type
was Jaguar's best selling model during almost all its production run, [21] but sales did not meet
projections, peaking at 50, in The X-Type's sharing of a modified Ford Mondeo platform shared
with the Land Rover Freelander , a small offroader which was also produced at Halewood [22]
wasn't well received by Jaguar "purists. Initially, the X-Type was only available with six cylinder
petrol engines, coupled to an all-wheel drive system, [25] resulting in poor fuel economy, while
its key German rivals, the BMW 3 Series, Audi A4 and Mercedes C-Class were sold
predominantly in two wheel drive form, with four cylinder petrol or diesel engines, a critical
offering in the economy conscious European market. A four cylinder diesel option only
available with front wheel drive was not offered in the X-Type until two years after its launch. In
two episodes, he demonstrated its capabilities in the snow, declaring that it "laughs in the face
of the weatherman, the police and the AA, with their advice to stay at home". Other car
magazine and website reviews were largely positive for the X-Type, especially during its
introduction. A black X-Type was heavily used in series one, episode one of the Canadian
television series Orphan Black. The project, codenamed X , was set to be launched in From
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Introduced for , the X-Type served as Jaguar's entry-level model but was never a great car. AWD
and numerous safety features were standard but the cheap switchgear betrayed this car's
origins as a mid-level Ford sedan. The X-Type's up-level 3. A five-speed manual was standard.
We found handling balanced at the limits but not all that agile in normal driving. The ride was
comfortable and braking performance was excellent. On the downside, the cabin was a bit tight,
road noise was pronounced, and fit and finish were unimpressive. A wagon version joined the
lineup. New Cars on the Horizon. Our annual report card ranks the brands based on Overall
Score. What this recall means to you and what actions you should take. Latest Jaguar Videos.
Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a
Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. About a decade and a half ago,
when Jaguar was owned by Ford, it built the X-Type to compete in the hot entry-level luxury
sedan segment with BMW and Audi. The X-Type was launched amid much fanfare in but it was
troubled from the very beginning. Reviews were mixed. Some critics thought that the new
X-Type was a perfectly capable and competitive premium compact sedan, while others hated
the fact that it was based on the Ford Mondeo platform. People seemed to think that the X-Type
was really a Ford disguised as a Jag that cheapened the Jaguar brand. I loved it. Subscribe for 2
years and get an extra 1-month, 1-year-, or 2-year plan added to your cart at checkout. But no
one else seemed to love it. In the last year of production, Jaguar sold only a handful of the
X-Types,probably at a huge discount to moms, grandpas and cousins of Ford employees. I think
the thing never got the chance it deserved, and is one of the most misunderstood,
under-appreciated and unnecessarily reviled cars. Much of the hate stems from the fact that
Jaguar would stoop so low as to incorporate lowly Ford parts into a heralded and majestic
Jaguar product. With the X-Type, no longer was a Jaguar an imperial, noble, V8-powered luxury
liner floating on the road. Instead, it was merely a fancy Ford, allowing normal people to be able
to buy one. Jaguar enthusiasts were horrified. How pathetic. There were enough tweaks made
to the Mondeo platform to where the X-Type is still significantly different. My dad has mentioned
that his car sometimes turns heads and the occasional person at a gas station will come up to
him complimenting the car. Instead it has the 2. The interior has a nicely-done wood finish, a
simple yet refined dash along with eye-pleasing gauges. This one has all-wheel-drive which was
great for the snow that my dad encountered a bunch while he was living in Michigan. The
X-Type Estate is one of the most bizarre cars to ever be sold stateside. The A. Torque Affair.
Torque Affair Posts Twitter. Share This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe. Years back when
you heard the name Jaguar you would think to yourself, "nice luxury car, shame I can't afford to
run one and even if I could, it's likely to spend most of its time in the garage being welded and
repaired. Jaguar looked to change that at the turn of the millennium, however, partnering with
Ford to use their fantastic gen 2 Mondeo as a base chassis, allowing Jaguar just to worry about
the parts that really make it a "Jaag". The engines ranged from a 2. But with the diesel's
improved cabin, isolation of the Jag allows for a quieter and more luxurious ride, and the V6's
are tuned specifically for the X-type, with their own VVT system and chain-driven cams. Whilst
the Jaguar may share a lot with the humble Mondeo , this should not be looked at as a
disadvantage. Even the base spec 2. Combining luxury with generous amounts of torque to
allow the car to effortlessly cruise in any gear at any speed whilst also saving you money at the
pumps. There is a 2. Finally, more traditionally for a Jag, there is a choice of 3 petrol V6s: a 2.
As mentioned previously, the base chassis of the X-Type is Mondeo, this already sets the car up
to be a great handler with the Mondeo being critically acclaimed in this respect. But Jag has put
their own touch on the chassis with an All-Jaguar suspension setup. Whilst this combination of

a tight Ford chassis combined with a plush Jaguar suspension cannot recreate that feeling of
driving on a cloud-like their cars of old, this is a brilliant compromise, combining precise and
engaging road holding with a cushioned ride that further isolates the driver from the harshness
of the road through high levels of soundproofing. The interior material quality and seats also
help to sell the sense of luxury. An X-Type owner will be recognized as a sophisticated
individual by any passenger who sits in their car. An understated look in today's market, The
X-Type blends in anywhere it goes. It's classless and earns the respect of all motorists. Whilst it
may blend in, that does not make the exterior boring, anyone who stops to take a closer look
will recognize this is a very elegant looking car with sweeping lines running across its flanks,
and a bonnet scalloped around the dainty headlights meeting a slightly aggressive but still very
traditional grill. This minimalist yet wonderful design is also carried over to the facelift model.
Whilst relatively modern, you can see as with all Jags up to about , the design is harking back to
the days of yore with a timeless classic British sculpted design accentuated by the genuine
wood and leather dash. Inside, especially in the higher specced models with innovative for the
time touchscreen controls, you can see classic and modern have blended together here in
perfect harmony. All engines offer a great experience and no matter which you choose you get
an awful lot of car for the money but the 2. The X-Type wasn't just a classy FWD saloon either,
there are desirable estate variants to watch out for too and all US spec cars came as standard
with the 4WD, so you can opt for practicality to go with your sophistication. And They Look
Insane. Sammy James Moon is a mechanical engineer and writer based in the south west of
England. He is Currently working in sheet metal engineering and manufacturing whilst writing
for HotCars and studying web design. A lover of all things autuomotive with a particular passion
for Italian cars and modern classics. By Sammy Moon Published Jan 19, Share Share Tweet
Email Comment. Via: AROnline. Via: CarThrottle. Via: gtplanet. Via: Driven to write. Via:
Pinterest. Via: doningtonperformance. Related Topics Car Culture jaguar. The Jaguar X-Type
was a compact prestige sedan sold from through by the British luxury marque. The smallest
and least expensive sedan that Jaguar had offered since the s, the X-Type was intended to
expand the company's footprint into the much higher-volume small luxury market by providing
a less expensive entry into the Jaguar brand. In the U. From through , only the four-door sedan
was available; in , an X-Type Sportwagon model was added, which lasted through the final
model year--albeit in very small numbers--and offered 50 cubic feet of cargo space with the rear
seats folded down. The two engines used for the X-Type were a horsepower 2. The two models
were known, logically enough, as the 2. While a five-speed manual gearbox was offered on the
smaller V-6, it was never very popular, and it vanished when the smaller engine was withdrawn
after the model year. While the X-Type was by far the best-selling Jaguar model during the years
it was on sale, it never lived up to the company's hopes for it. In part, that was because the
smallest Jaguar faced a pair of challenges. First, it was hardly spacious inside. While listed as a
five-passenger car, only four adults could fit in comfort, and rear-seat passengers had to
bargain hard with front-seat riders to obtain adequate room for knees and legs. The rear door
openings were particularly small, and the tapered roofline limited rear headroom as well.
Second, because it was based on underpinnings provided by the company's then-owner Ford,
the X-Type shared running gear and suspension parts with the mass-market European Ford
Mondeo--meaning it was the first transverse-engine Jaguar sedan, and the first based on a
front-wheel-drive platform. As a result, not only was the X-Type cramped, it was heavy and not
as refined as buyers expected. Its handling and roadholding, while adequate, was far less lithe
than that of the larger, more refined Jaguar sedans on which the company had built its
reputation. And reviewers criticized the interior, which mixed traditional Jaguar elements--wood
veneers, leather upholstery, and restrained use of chrome--with large swathes of molded plastic
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and mundane switchgear from the Ford parts bin. More than , X-Types were sold in the U. For
at least a couple of years, the Jaguar X-Type had the regrettable distinction of being the single
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